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ABSTRACT11

12
Nowadays, Electronic manufacturers trend are to become thinner and thinner especially
those electronic gadgets that are very handy and convenient on our daily necessity.
Challenge with the leading manufacturers in the production and development of less size
gadget yet with the richness of available application and uses that we can work on with what
can please its consumer for their convenience and satisfaction. As with the semiconductor
company, the correlation between becoming thinner versus manufacturing capability
become significantly opposite, as the package becomes thinner the more complex its related
process can be. This study covers an innovative approach in Die Attach station on critical
handling of thin die packages. Lessons and learning were documented from Ball Grid Array
(BGA) packages as first to be evaluated with thin package requirements. Also discussed
herewith are documented defects and related issues during trials and die attach builds that
have been a show stopper on its early production.
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1. INTRODUCTION16

17
In the fast- paced semiconductor industry the need for package solution arises in order to18
cope with emerging miniaturization trend (Abdullah et al., 2012). During the early proposal19
and review of the packages invites various question and inquiry if the existing Die Attach20
machine platforms and capability can satisfy the requirements of the package.  Complexity21
with the package requirements is one challenge to all team members to come up with an22
innovative solution in dealing with the issue. Also, one big challenge given is maximizing the23
available resources to minimize the possible defects related factor.24

25
The key factor that determines the size of electronic assemblies is packaging density. One26
way to increase the packaging density is to decrease the size of passive components and27
the clearance required between them (Wang et al., 2007).28

29
On the initial evaluation of the project addressed, major show stopper matters, commonly die30
crack issue evident during separation of die to tape that is one topping all the Pareto of31
defects. Planning on eliminating the issue is one of the major targets that all was focus to.32
During the qualification review it was found that standard pick and place was not efficient in33
producing good response in terms of die crack. Deriving on risk assessment and planning34
based on early results shows clues on wise judgment in coming up with a selection which of35
all the factors has major effect.36

37



By deeply analyzing the outcomes, results to breakdowns with the proper selection of38
machine, correct wafer treatment and process, modification of indirect materials, parameter39
adjustment and formulation of special instruction in handling thin die packages.40

41
1.1 Project Statement42
This presentation focuses on understanding the cause and main contributor to die crack43
defect at die attach stations. Comparison of standard pick and place versus improved pick44
sequence. Analyzing the behaviour of defect and provision of innovative solution and45
improvement on existing machine capability for robust processing of thin packages.46
Documentations of early experience in engineering build and evaluation for thin packages47
processing. Assessment of actions and improvement based on the result of the table of the48
experiment.49

50
This study covers only early experience in processing of thin die packages based on51
engineering and line stressing results. Modification of indirect materials and improvement in52
pick sequence using platforms with "distance to die" setting. The presentation does not53
include wafer details. Also, the pre-assembly process that the wafer has undergone is also54
not stated within the presentation. The focus only of the presentation covers die attach55
stations, process setting and improvement on indirect materials.56

57

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE58

Three critical processes of SPPD earlier identified are the Wafer Saw, Mold, and Final Test59
processes.  Details of each critical process and their corresponding top reject contributor are60
further discussed in this chapter.61

62
63

2.1 Standard Pick and Place Sequence and Setup64
65

Pick and place sequence, emphasizes on the synchronous upward movement of the bond66
head and needle with regards to individually cut die. The individual die was separated into67
the wafer tape by the ejection movement of the needle against the vacuum hold wafer68
tape.69

70
71

72
73

Fig. 1. Bond head movement from standby height position until individual die are74
ejected by the needle during synchronous pick sequence75

76
For standard pick and place procedure, needle and pick-up tool (PUT) are the primary77
indirect materials used to pick the individual die from the tape.78

79



Commonly in the die attach materials, PUT covers 70-90 percent of the total die size and80
ejector design configuration with an exact outline as compared with the dimension of the die.81
Furthermore, applicable indirect materials will differ according to the actual die construction82
and requirements.83

84
For machine set-up procedure, pick and place includes "Teach Z Height" parameter to85
ensure an accurate distance of the PUT to the actual die top surface. These can be86
performed through recipe "teach" setting, using these procedure machine bondarm Z travel87
is computed automatically by the actual reference height distance from die surface to88
bondarm standby position.89

90
Through a standard pick and place set-up, needle reference height positions are taught on91
the bottom solid part of the die. Based on figure #2 needle is located underneath the die and92
tape interface. (See figure#2 for machine reference positioning).93

94
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Fig. 2. Position of needle on standard packages97
98

In Comparison with die attach films (DAF) packages, needle positioning is beneath the99
bottom part of the die due to the soft structure of the DAF that during "Z height" learning100
needle will protrude to the tape and pierced through the DAF since the tape has no solid101
body.102

103
Based on figure #3 illustration, for DAF package processing needle are located under the die104
during standby height position.105

106
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108

Fig. 3. Position of the needle with DAF packages109
110

During ejector wait height position, die are seated above the ejector needles. For111
standard pick sequence, dies from wafer tapes were separated during eject up the112



movement of the needle together with the supply of vacuum at pepper pot.  There is a113
tendency that the wafer tape is sucked up above the flat surface of the pepper pot and will114
be held during needle movement. Simultaneous to vacuum suction, the needle will move115
upward to separate the die from the tape. Dice during needle sequence is supported above116
by a levelled pick-up tool on top of the die, this is provided with a vacuum to avoid shifting117
during the picking up sequence. Afterwards, all picked dies will be transferred or placed to118
lead frame or substrate.119

120
121

2.2 Indirect Material versus Standard Pick and Place122
123

This section explains the relationship between indirect material during the pick sequence.124
Common indirect materials adapted at standard processing is designed having relief or large125
hollow centre portions. These were used to maximize the vacuum needed to hold the die126
during the pick. For die attach process, it is necessary to have enough vacuum too stably127
hold the die during the movement.128

129
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131

Fig. 4. Cross section of pick up tool used on standard pick and place132
133

Problem with standard indirect materials and pick sequence as shown in illustration figure #4134
is observed with high risk for die breakage due to the no equivalent support parallel with the135
needle location. (for DAF packages needle are protruded).136

137

138
139

Fig. 5. Cross section of pick up tool used on standard pick and place. (Eject-up140
movements)141

142



Based on the illustration in figure #5, fulcrum effect was encountered during needle ejection143
movement due to the bias needle and PUT configuration. The defect manifestation evident144
at needle location and localization shows cracking in series with needle location both145
observed vertically on top and bottom part of the die.146

147
1.3 Modification in Indirect Materials148

149
By deeply analyzing the defect signature, modification on indirect materials and improving150
the standard pick sequence has an upright course in providing the innovative solution for thin151
packages.152

153
Changing the current design of the indirect materials needed in processing such a pickup154
tool from standard design (with relief) to full contact pick-up tool eliminates bias top support155
versus needle location.156

157
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Fig. 6. Standard rubber tip (left), and full contact rubber tip (right)160
161

Full contact design ensures parallel support at needle location and pick-up tool, during162
ejector movement needle will fall on the solid part of the pick-up tool giving upward relief to163
fulcrum effect during the picking process.164

165
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Fig. 7. Cross-sectioned area of full contact rubber tip inlined with the needle location168
169

Based on the principle of the new design, bending of the die which is contributed by the170
hollow portion from standard PUT design is minimized or eliminated. By this elimination,171
primarily enhances the facility of the structure of the die at pick position.172

173
1.4 New Pick-up Sequence (Distance to Die)174

175
Standard pick sequence using full contact PUT resulted with high risk to stress the die due to176
the possible deviation at bondhead and needle motors, because of its inherent variation. The177



position of bondhead and needle can deviate into minimal machine tolerances. This was178
proven to be detrimental to die since thinning of die made it less resistant to breakage.179

180
In addition, due to the package construction, DAF material is considered for thin packages.181
Based on the machine response, the needle is protruded during "teach Z position". These182
shows that die will be seating above the protruded needle during the pick sequence of the183
machine. As said earlier, there is minimal deviation on pick z height. To summarize,184
standard pick and place have high risk in cracking or breakage due to observed possible185
contributing factors.186

187

188
189

Fig. 8. Pick-up sequence with the addition of distance to die190
191

By the addition of "distance to die" parameter to pick up sequence results to pick up tool that192
will situate above the die without direct contact on the surface. With these, no counter193
influence during movement of ejector from "stand by" to reference height.194

195
During needle ejection from the reference height position, the needle will push the die196
upward until "distance to die” height will be met. By the result, direct contact of the PUT to197
die during pick sequence is eliminated. There will be no collision between die, needle and198
PUT during pick position. By these responses, micro crack possibility during pick can be199
avoided done by providing enough distance during the pick process.200

201
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION202

203
The study covers 2 die sizes to be used as test subjects in the study. Both are divided into204
rectangular and symmetrical type of die. Since the experiment covers thin packages, DAF205
was used as adhesives in bonding the individual die to the substrate.206

207
Table 1. Die evaluation208

209

Type of Die Die Size Adhesive
Rectangular 2.0 x 3.0 mm DAF
Symmetrical 2.5 x 2.5 mm DAF

210
The initial matrix shows both die sizes to be subjected with different PUT and distance to die211
parameter.212

213
Table 2. DOE matrix for evaluation214

215

Type of Die Die Size Pick-up Tool Distance to Die
Rectangular 2.0 x 3.0 mm Full No



Yes

Symmetrical 2.5 x 2.5 mm Full
No
Yes

216
Three "distance to die parameters" were tested to analyze which of the given selection will217
result in the robust parameter.218

219
Table 3. Distance to die parameter220

221

Parameter Distance to Die
# 1 A
# 2 B
# 3 C

222
223

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS224
225

All experiment has undergone separate legs of an experiment in determining the most226
effective parameter to be set as an initial reference.227

228
The table below shows the result of the comparison for full contact and standard rubber tip in229
terms of defects occurrence during pick and place processing.230

231
Table 4. Die evaluation232

233

Die Size Pick-up Tool Remarks

Rectangular
Standard Frequent die crack and miss-pick issues

Full Contact Fewer evidence of die crack and miss-pick defects
Standard Frequent die crack and miss-pick issues

Symmetrical Full Contact Fewer evidence of die crack and miss-pick defects
234

Based on the table of experiment both symmetrical and rectangular package has evidence235
of die crack issue given with no distance to die parameter. But comparing the occurrence of236
defect results that full contact is better compared with standard rubber tip.237

238
3.1 Design of Experiments239

240
Design of experiment (DOE) includes the occurrence of the defect through the processing of241
thin packages. Miss picked and die crack is the main defect measured. These were chosen242
due to its correlation with the implementation of improvement for indirect material and pick243
sequence.244

245
Experiment applies full contact PUT for symmetrical and rectangular dies these are in246
compliance with the primary result of comparison of indirect materials.247

248
249
250
251



252
253
254

Table 5. DOE evaluation result255
256

Die Size Pick-up Tool Distance to Die Miss Pick Die Crack

Rectangular Full Contact
A x
B
C x

Symmetrical Full Contact
A x
B
C x

257
Based on the table above, both symmetrical and rectangular dies were tested with three type258
of “distance to die” parameters. Based on the result parameter #2 has the best response259
according to the defect manifestation results and in comparison with different parameters.260
Both die size of the experiment shows good response that can be achieved during the261
implementation of parameter #2 in addition with defined put configuration. Furthermore,262
experiment is justified by the tally of defect occurrence. Other pick parameters were not alter263
during the experiment to avoid noises during the trial.264

265
3.2 Line Stressing Results266

267
During the line stressing and production of larger quantity, defects are monitored and268
recorded based on its' occurrence and tallied with the number of rejected units according to269
the defect designation. Table below shows the breakdown of die crack from WWK1522-270
WWK1553. Scope includes early line stressing and production for thin packages.271

272

273
274

Fig. 9. Die crack trend275
276

Based on the die crack trend, the average die crack occurrence falls to 20 PPM for the last277
quarter of the year.  Stabilized production improvement was observed during wk43 after278



defining the robust condition for die attach process.  Shown in Fig.10 is the Pareto of279
manufacturing rejects for thin packages.280

281
282

Fig. 10. Pareto diagram of manufacturing defects of think packages.283
284

Based on the latest manufacturing result dated WWK1604. Die crack at die attach station is285
measured less than 5 PPM based on the overall manufacturing rejects. The result shows286
that during the implementation of robust process and parameter flow at Pre-assembly and287
Die attach, die crack is measured not on the alarming level.288

289
4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS290

291
This study concludes that thin packages are very prone to thinning related defect such as die292
crack. Due to the thinning, die became less resistant to breakage. Moreover, considering the293
existing machine capability and indirect materials available with the production resources it294
was observed to have a high risk to manifest defects. Full contact rubber tip shows better295
improvement in minimizing the observed fulcrum effect on a standard pick and place296
sequence. Result with the comparison of standard and full contact rubber tip shows that full297
contact is better in terms of defect manifestation. Improved materials and machine298
sequence are applicable both with symmetrical and rectangular die dimension. Given that299
proper design configuration must be considered. The study covers the existing machine300
platform for BGA packages only. By qualification of the higher end machine platforms can301
just offer a better response. Newest rubber machine platforms includes better die handling302
technology use in a much safer pick processing. Also, exploration of related additional pick303
parameter that can be helpful with the improvement of die handling.304

305
Implementation of defined indirect material and pick setting is applicable with machine306
platforms with "distance to die" setting. Furthermore, evaluation with small and large die size307
is recommended. The suggested setting can be considered for the qualification. It is also308
highly recommended, if not necessary, that the assembly manufacturing processes observe309
proper ESD controls. Opportunities presented in [6], [7] could be very useful to help ensure310
ESD check and controls. Ultimately, continuous improvement is important for sustaining the311
quality excellence of any product and of the manufacturing assembly and test plant.312
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